Keywords: Multiple instance learning, deep learning, video-based face recognition. Abstract. In many real-world video-based face recognition scenarios, videos are usually captured under unconstrained conditions. It is very challenging because of low face resolutions, varying head pose and complex lighting. To address this issue, we present a new method by formulating the video-based face recognition issue as a multi-instance learning (MIL) problem. Specifically, given a pair of videos, we generate a bag composed of all the frame pairs from the two videos. The bag is positive if the given pair of videos is from the same person, otherwise it is negative. In this way, the recognition task is formulated as a binary classification problem in MIL. Then we propose a novel MIL algorithm with deep instance selection (MILDIS), which maps each bag into a feature space defined by the selected instances via an instance similarity measure. Our work achieves the state-of-the-art performances on the real-world datasets YouTube Faces (YTF) according to the restricted protocol.
Introduction
Video-based face recognition (whether two face videos belong to the same identity) has drawn increasing attention in recent years. This issue becomes more difficult when faces are captured in the wild. The key challenge is the dramatic intra-person variations caused by poses, illuminations, expressions, and occlusions. Many approaches have been proposed. Most of them choose to strip off temporal dynamics that is inherent in video sequences. Basically because it is hard to extract useful person specific facial dynamics while the video is captured under unconstrained conditions. Without temporal information, video-based face recognition can be converted to the matching of two image sets.
The image-set based classification approaches generally fall into two categories [1] : parametric model methods and nonparametric sample methods. The former [2, 3] exploit some parametric distribution to represent each image set and then measure the between-distribution similarity. One limitation of the parametric methods is that they have to assume some distribution and handle the parameter estimation problem. If the data set does not follow the predefined statistic distribution, the estimated model will not consist with the data set. Some non-parametric methods attempt to represent an image set as a linear subspace [4, 5] or a nonlinear manifold [6, 7] . Then solve the problem by developing some algorithms to measure the similarity or distance between two subspaces or manifolds. Such approaches do not impose any assumption on data distribution, and have shown many merits compared to parametric models. The main disadvantage is that classification performance is dependent on the effectiveness of clustering training data into meaningful subspaces or manifolds.
To improve the robustness, we present a new framework to deal with the video-based face recognition using deep learning approach. Our main idea is to formulate the video-based face recognition as a multi-instance learning problem. Specifically, given a pair of videos, we generate a bag composed of all the possible frame pairs of the two videos. The bag is positive if the given pair of videos is from the same person, otherwise it is negative. For every pair of frames, we call it an instance (in the multi-instance learning terminology). In this way, the recognition task is formulated as a binary classification problem in multi-instance learning. Compared with the previous methods, our method has two merits. One is that we impose no assumption on the data distribution or the feature space. The other is that we use all the frames from the videos to maintain the information as much as possible. Then, for representation, we extract features to represent every face pair by utilizing a deep convolutional neural network which is trained to verification face image pairs. Finally, for classification, since we use all the frames, the huge amount of data makes many multi-instance learning algorithms getting bad performance. So we propose a novel multi-instance learning algorithm highly connected to the extracted features, which is not only useful but also efficient. Our work achieves the state-of-the-art performances on the real-world datasets YouTube Faces (YTF) according to the restricted protocol.
Related work
Deep learning Recently the performance of face recognition is extremely improved with the success of deep convolutional neural networks (e.g. Deep Face [8] and DeepID [9] ), becoming comparableto human-level performance. The deep feature shows great advantage in handling the intra-personal variations than hand-crafted feature.
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [10, 11] is a type of feed-forward artificial neural network which is inspired from biology. The individual neurons are designed to simulate cells within visual cortex, which are sensitive to small sub-regions of input space, named receptive fields. Thus the connections among neurons are tied in such a way that each output neuron only responds to a local region of input neurons. This mechanism is better suited to exploit the strong spatially local correlations presented in natural images.
In our method we use a practiced 9-layers deep model [12, 13] and train our CNN on a binary classification task, namely to predict whether two faces in comparison belong to the same person. The CNN takes a pair of gray face regions of size 2×63×55 pixels as input. Its four convolutional layers (followed by max-pooling layers except the last one) extract the relational features hierarchically. The top two layers (F8 and F9) are fully connected: each output unit is connected to all inputs. The output of the last fully-connected layer is fed to a 2-way soft-max which indicate the probability distribution over the two classes; that is, whether they are the same person. The goal of training is to maximize the probability of the correct class. We achieve this by minimizing the cross-entropy loss for each training sample. If k is the index of the true label for a given input, the loss is :
. We use mini-batch stochastic gradient descent with momentum which is shown to be an effective method for training CNN. The gradients are computed by standard back propagation of the error. We use ReLU as an activation function which is a popular choice especially for deep networks.
MILIS The MIL with instance selection (MILIS) [14] is efficient in training and well suited for large-scale MIL problems. In the training phase, it first performs instance selection on the training instances. This is achieved by modeling the distributions of negative instances and picking the least negative one from each positive bag. After doing this, we obtain a set of instance prototypes (IPs). Each of these is chosen from the corresponding positive bag. Then the MIL problem is converted into a single instance problem via a similarity-based feature mapping using the selected IPs. We will give a detailed description of bag-level feature representation later. Given the bag-level feature vectors, a standard linear SVM classifier is trained on the bag features. Based on the classification results on the training data, it updates and reselects the IPs. This step sequence is interleaved until convergence. In the testing phase, it commence by extracting the feature vector for the test bag using the feature mapping defined over the IPs obtained in the training phase. The trained SVM classifier is then applied so as to obtain the classification result.
To put it simply, its main idea is to select a single instance representation for each bag, and use the chosen subset of instances for bag-level feature computation. So the key problem is instance selection. In MILIS, the principle of instance selection is to picking the most positive one from each positive bag and the most negative one from each negative bag. Since the positive bags maybe contain negative instance, it is hard to find the most positive one directly. So the main idea of MILIS is to build a favorable adaptive instance selection algorithm.
Different from the MILIS, we use a deep CNN to extract deep feature, and the soft-max layer (F9) can indicate the probability distribution over the two classes. For CNN, the training stage is also getting optimal solution on the training set. When the training data is sufficient, the result of CNN is very dependable. Compared with MILIS, CNN can better handle the large-scale data. So we do not have to calculate other distribution.
Our method: MILDIS
In this paper, we present a new method to video-based face verification by formulating the video-based face recognition as a multi-instance learning problem. Given a pair of videos, we generate a bag composed of all the possible frame pairs of the two videos. Formally, two video sequences, are denoted respectively by and where and represent the face images cropped from the video frames, and are the image numbers in and respectively. Then the set contains all the possible frame pairs of the two video sequences. Use the DNN to extract the deep feature of every element (a face pair) in . Then combine these feature vectors into a new set which is exactly the bag we need in Multi-instance learning. The bag is positive if the given videos are from the same person, otherwise it is negative. Each instance in is a feature vector which represents the similarity of a face pair. In this way, the recognition task is formulated as a binary classification problem in multi-instance learning. Then we select a single instance as the IP of each bag, and employ a similarity-based feature mapping to extract a single bag-level feature per bag. Finally, we convert the MIL problem into a single instance problem which can be solved by a SVM classifier.
Instance selection by DNN To construct bag-level feature vectors, a single instance is selected from each training bag to form the subset of IPs for feature mapping. Intuitively, we want to include true positive and negative instances in the subset to compute a discriminative feature map. So the principle of instance selection is to picking the most positive one from each positive bag and the most negative one from each negative bag. So we input the face pairs into the trained 9-layer DNN. Then we use the output of fully connected layer (F8) as the feature of each face pair and the output of soft-max layer (F9) as the probability distribution over the two classes.
Denote as the training set of bags and as the labels associated with each bag. For each bag , given by the output of DNN, denote where the probability of positive of . To a positive bag , we chose the instance as the IP where is maximal. To a negative bag , we chose the instance as the IP where is minimum. Bag-level feature representation To effectively employ the similarity-based feature mapping, a distance metric needs to be defined first between bags and instances. The Hausdorff distance is a natural distance metric for this purpose. Specifically, the distance between bag and instance is given by the distance between and its nearest neighbor in .
.
Given the distance metric above, we can then derive the following similarity measure using an exponential function .
After instance selection, we have obtained a subset of instance prototypes (IPs), , where is the prototype selected from the th bag in the training set. The bag-level feature is then given by .
A single feature vector is formed per bag.
Classification We then train a classifier that can be applied to the bag features. To this end, we use linear SVM, which employs the L2 norm for both the regularization term on feature weights and the data term as follows:
where is the label value for bag , is the regularization parameter that controls the influence of the second term on the right-hand side of the above equation. The resulting classifier is given by , where are the linear weights for the features. Here, we have also absorbed the bias term into the weight vector for the sake of simplicity.
Experiments and results
We test our method on the recent video-level face verification dataset. YTF database contains more than 3425 videos of 1595 subjects obtained from YouTube, with significant variations on expression, illumination, pose, resolution and background. An important number of existing methods have been tested on this database [15, 16, 17] . Specifically, they randomly collect 5,000 video pairs from the database, half of which are pairs of videos of the same person, and half of different people. These pairs were divided into 10 splits. Each split containing 250 'same' and 250 'not-same' pairs.
The DNN architecture is shown in table 1. First we use about 200 thousand face image pairs, which we collected from LFW, Honda/UCSD and YouTube celebrity database, to pre-train our DNN. Then we use 9 splits of YTF to fine-tuning our DNN and the left one split to test. We random 2000 'same' and 2000 'not-same' pairs from the 9 splits, and use these 4000 bags as the training set of the MIL. After the feature mapping, a 4000-d feature vector is formed per training bags. Then we use them to train the SVM classifier. Given a test pair, we first extract the bag-level feature and then use the trained SVM to classify. For video-based face verification on the YTF dataset, we compare our method MILDIS with the several existing methods, including LM3L [18] , DDML(LBP) [19] , DDML(combined) [19] , EigenPEP [20] , DeepFace-single [3] and DeepID2+ [21] . The recognition accuracies and standard deviations of different methods are reported in Table 2 . Note that our method MILDIS is better than most other methods except DeepID2+. Possibly because DeepID2+ has a much more complex architecture and its developers also have much more data and computing resource to tuning it. From this table, out method achieves the state-of-the-art performances on the YTF dataset. [18] 81.3±1.2 DDML(LBP) [19] 81.3±1.6 DDML(combined) [19] 82.3±1.5 EigenPEP [20] 84.8±1.4 DeepFace-single [8] 91.4±1.1 DeepID2+ [21] 93.2±0.2 MILDIS 92.8±1.4
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a new method for video-based face recognition. To improve the robustness, we formulate the issue as a multi-instance learning (MIL) problem and then apply a new MIL algorithm (MILDIS) to solve it. MILDIS first extract the deep feature of face pairs. Then though instance selection and feature mapping, MILDIS reduce the large amount of instances and obtain the bag-level feature. Because of this, our method is both robust and efficient. Our work achieves the state-of-the-art performances on the real-world datasets YouTube Faces (YTF) according to the restricted protocol.
